
CHAPI'ER VII 

The Disinterestedness of Aesthetic~~nt 

The first moment of the Analytic of the Beautiful defines 

the 11 qUali·ty 11 of the judgment of taste. After having stated the 

claim th&t the judgment of taste is aesthetic, Kant moves on to 

say what the moment of quali·ty requires. The ·title of the Section 

2 asserts that 11 the delight which determines the judgment of 

taste is without interest11
• At the end of the section 5 Kant 

writes that 11 taste is the faculty of estimating an object or 

representation by means of delight or aversion.without an~ 

interest. The object of such a delight is called ~~£.111 • 

From Kant• s statements it follows that a judgment of "':aste is 

a judgment of an object grounded on a delight in it without any 

interest. 'I'he fact that a particular pleasure is felt apart from 

any interest may be referred to as the disinterestedness of that 

pleasure. Thus the first moment requires that the juqgment of 

taste be made by means of, or on the basis of, a disinterested 

pleasure. 

It may be noted that Kant does not mention disinterestedness, 

what he says the judgment of taste require as regards its 11 quality11 

is absence of any interest. so the persuasivenctss of Kant;• s 

argument will largely depend on the clarity of his conception of 

interest. Another point of importance is that Kant denies any 
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connection betv1een interest and ple asur'~ insofar as aesthetic 

respons'e is concerned. In the case of the beautiful, says Kant, 

11 no interest, whether of the senses or of reason, extorts 

approval 11
• This implies that the pleasure in the beautiful does 

not ~te any interest in its object. The implication is made 

explicit in a footnote to Section 2, where Kant says that 11 in 

themselves judgments of taste found no interest at all". 

It may be recalled that Kant distinguishes three ki.nds 

of delight. There is delight based on inclination, or delight 

in the agreeable; delight based on respect, or delight in the 
,, ' 

good; and delight based on favour or delight in the beautiful. 

Of these, Kant maintains that 11 favour 11 (Gunst), or the 11 taste 

-in the beautiful 11 is the 11 one and only disinterested and free 

delight 11
• The cri·terion of disinterestedness is then makes the 

same division of pleasures as the classification of pleasures 

into the agreeable, the good or the beautiful. Pleasures 'in the 

first two sorts of object are always connected to an interest. 

Only pleasure in the beautiful is free of such connection. In 

Kant's words, 11 neither an object of inclinatio~1, nor one 1which 

is imposed on us as a desire by a law of freedom, leaves us 

freedom, to m$e of any thing an object of pleasure 11 • Both 

inclination and rational desire are connected with interest, and 

11 all interest either 'presupposes a want, or calls one forth, 
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and as the determining ground of approval does nut allow the 

judgment on the abject to be free 111 • 

Let us now turn to Kant• s exposition of the argument 

for the disinterestedness of aesthetic response. 

Kant defines interest as a 11 delight which we connect 

with represen·tation of the existence of an object112 • Interest 

is defined as a kind of pleasure, rathe.r than a ground of plea

sure. If Kant's intention had been to isolate pleasures££~~ 
0 

interest, then interest must be a source f2th~ th3I1 a kind of 

pleasure. The next definition of interest occurs in section 4, 

where it is defined as 11 delight in the existence of an object 

or action113 • And in Section 41, interest is said to consist ih 

pleasure in the existence of an object114 • 

These definitions are either unhelpful in understanding 

Kant 1 s theory of aesthetic res_vonse, or opaque. For Kant is the 

philosopher who int:roduced the idea that 11 being is obviously not 

a real predic ate 115 , or that existence is J10"t a genuine property 

of things. And this means that to link a pleasure solely to the 

existence of a thing is entirely uninformative. Since Kant's 
i 

is a causal acc(,un·c. of the objects of pleasure, the point remains 
' 

that the mere fact that a thing exists does not itself ch&;ac

terize it or provide any ground for pleasure. some information 
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about the properties of the object, or features of its existence 

has got to be linked to the notion of interest before any contrast 

with aesthetic_ response can emerge. 

~ve may try to illuminate the concept of interest in the 

following manner. Kant defines the gopd as that "which by means 

. I . 
of reason pleases thr0ugh its mere concept 11 • 'l''he good_!.£:_ZE1!!ething 

or the useful pleases only as a means, a.nd the 29od in its~ 

ple<1ses on its own account. The good for something please~ because 

it is a means to something else which plenses. An object good 

in itself pleases wit11out reference to any other object at. all. 

But it ~leases in connection with a concept. The concept of an 

end is there be it a pleasure in the good for something, or the 

good in itself. The former pleases because it is a means to 

something else which fulfils an end and the latter pleases 

because it itself fulfils an end. In ei·ther of its forms the 

good involves an end. 1md further, Kan·t poin·ts of our that it 

also involves "the relation of reason to Hilling, c>nd thus delight 

in the ~istence of an object or action, i.e., some interest or 

other116 • Thus a connection between the good and interest in 

established by Kant. And we are to understand that no such connec-
t':;.' 

tion obtains in the case of the beautiful. 
I, 

Kant's argument is hardly strai•"_htfo.rward, it is indeed 

quite complex, even complicated. When he contrasts the beautiful 

and the good he does not mention interest, rather he turns on 
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the question of connection to a concept. He appears to take a 

move from connection to a concept to connection to interest. 

But does he mean to suggest that our pleasure in the beautiful 

does not involve 11 delight in the existence of an obj ect 11 ? 

To find something good, one must know 11 what sort of object 

the thing should be 11 , and thus have a co~cept of 'it7 • The good, 

then, not only pleases through its concept, but also cannot be 

seen unless classified under some concept. ·~m object which is 

judged to be good is judged to be so because it is an instance 

of a certain concept or class of things, ~nd it pleases as 

such is an instance. This is not the case in the judgment of the 
·~ .... 

beautiful. A beautiful object can ~lease, and be judged to be 

beautiful, ·without having any determinate concept applied to it, 

" Kant illustrates this fact with several examp.les Of objects 
I ' ! ' 

which can please witho~t consideration of any concept •. Flewers, 

for example, 11 signify nothing, depend on no det~:~rminate concepts, 

and yet ple ase 11 • 

Hence 11 the delight in the beautiful must depend upon the 

reflection on an object. Here is another point of difference 

between the good and the beautiful. Delight in the beautiful 

requires no ctJterminate concept as in the case of good; but it 

does require some form of reflection, which is not required in 

the case of the agreeable. The idea of reflection is meant to 

Q 
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suggest the notion of reflection producing the harmony of the 

faculties without using any concept. 

Kant has so far argued that the agreeable, the useful, 
' . 

and the morally good are all alike 11 in being invariably coupled 

with an interest in the obj ect 11 • This is because each of these 

may be an object of the will; and 11 to will something and to 

take a delight in its existence, i.e., to take an interest in 

it, are identical 118
• If this is so, then that which is not an 

object of the will is not an object of interest, and if the 

beautiful is not an object of the will, then our pleasure in 

it is not connected with an interest. 

Let us now turn to inquiring int~ the prec~se nature of 

the connection between delight and existence in the case of 

interest and the meaning of the concept of existence. We may 

begin with the Cri tigt.!e of Pf2ctical Reason, which was published 

two years before the Critlque of Judgme~. The second ~~~ 

equates an interest with any state of delight connected in any 

way with the existence of an object. Kant defines an interest 

as 11 an incentive of the will so far as is presented by reason 119 • 

'rhis definitittm invo~ves ~wo componer:~ts : (a) ·it is a mental 

state which is an incentive, or furnishes a rr;otive for abt:ion; 

and (b) it does this by means of the applicatior: of a particular 

concept to an object or action. />. reason able and or object of 

the will is given through reason, and reason works through 
I 
' 
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concepts. An interest ,may presuppose ~ delight in the existence 

of an object if its conc~ptualization acts as an incentiv~ ~or 

the will by promising a delight in its existence •. Or, one might 

say that in the second Crit~ interest is equated with the 

conceptualization of the object as promising delight than with 

the feeling of pleasure itself. 

A pass age in the Foundations of the Metaphysic of Morals 

appears to support the third £E!tigue~ definition of interest. 

There Kant defines interest as "that by which reason becomes 

practical, i.e., a cause determining ·the will1110• If a feeling 

of pleasure itself can determine the wi.ll to· a part.:!-cular action, 

then tras definition may be taken to equate interest with such 

a feeling. we find that the concept of interest always involves 

a role for reason, and thus, a role for a concept of the object 

of the will. An earlier footnote in the !,~ndati~ defines 

interest as 11 the dependence of a contingently determinable will 

on principles 1111• This is so, since reason, says Kant, gives 

the practical rule by which even the needs of inclination are 

to be aided. This suggests that even if an interest is ~~ 

on pleasure or expectation of pleasure, it cannot be equated 

with such a feeling of delight. 
I 

In another passage in the Critique,~ Practical Reas~, 

Kant defines an 11 obj ect 11 as a 11 determining ground of the will 11 • 
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And this is said to be "the conception ofo an objec:: and its \:~ 

relation to the subject, whereby the faculty of desire is deter

mined to seek its realiz ation1112 • A determining ground of the 

will is a conception of an object which offers a reason for 

efforts towards its realization, or toward its existence. In 

Theorem I of the second Critiqye, Kant specifies the relation 

to the subject which determines the will as "pleasure in the 

reality of the object". This phrase is synonymous with the third 

Critique~ phrase 11 de~ight _in the exi.:;,tence of an object11
• What 

is suggested may be put ,as follows. The reason ·.tor action' t.oward 

the realization of an object is always a pleasure: promised or 

predicted by the classification of the object under a determinate 

concept, as a consequence of its existence. Such a promice co4ld 

be founded on past experience of a given sort of object as alw~s 

accompanied by a feeling of pleasure. The feeling then is taken 

up·into the empirical concept of that sort of object. Once-this 

is done, thinking of a given object as of that sort would promise 

pleasure. 

But there is a difficulty in the explanation of interest 

given above. Interest has not been equated with pleasure, but 

they are closely linked together. such a conception of_ interest 
I 

is unexceptionable in the cases of the agreeable,= or the 

mediately good, which is a means to the p~easure of agreeable'-pess. 

Difficulties w~uld arise if such a conception of interest is 
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sought to bear upon the good in intself. The expectation o£ 

pleasure in the existence of the object of action is not the 

re.ason for acting. Moral interest is c~eated by the subsurnption 

of an object or action under the categorical imperative. The 

central contention of Kant• s ethics is that ·the will both may 

and must be determined by reason alone. 

It is worth noticing that in several places Kant has made 

it clear that moral law ·as well as pleasure gives ~·ise to 

interest. In the Fo!:!!~.!S2!:!§ he contrasts 11 pathological interest 

in the object of the action" with "practical interest in the 

action" itseif. The former is based on inclination, on the 

expectation of plea sure from the object of the action. The latter 

involves 11 only the dependence of the will on principles of reason 

in themselves". The point for us is to ask : Is there any way 

in which a connection between the idea of interest as a fo~wal 

incentive f_or action Clfld the ide a of interest as a conception 

i 
of an object which promi;:.;es pleasure in its exi':;;tence may be 

preserved. Kant's theory of moral feeling as a suf;jective delight 

in moral action, and his concept ot willing may be of help in 

this regard. 

To take the concept of Willing first:. Willing something 

is ·al~r;ays willing the existence of something or state of affairs. 

Any incentive to will or realize an object is an incentive co 
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vJill its existence, even when that incentive is merely the 

formal conformity of the proposed willing tc the moral law. 

In human beings moral willing is often connected with a feeling 

of pleasure, if brings about a 11 subjective feeling of satisfaction", 

which seems to be a feeling of pleasure. This is borne out by the 

first Introduction13 to the Critlgue of Judgme~, where the 

feeling which results from the 11 objective determination of the 

will 11 is trea·ted quite unequivocally as a feeling of pleasure. 

But moral feeling of pleasure does not depend on the 

actual existence of an object. It is a consequence of the 

correctness of one's act of Willing, and this does not depend 

on success in realisin9 the object of the will. The pleasure 

that arises from morally correct willing is thus independent of 

wheth:r or not a morally motivated action succeeds in its effect, 

and hence independent of the actual existence of the willed 

object. Willing is always willin~ existence. So the pleasure of 

satisfaction in moral willing is linked with the representation 

of the existence of an object. It is thus connected with willing 

this existence, though not causally dependent on it. 

The connections between interest, pleasure, and existence 
I 

are complicated. In the Metaphysics of !VIOrals14 Kant has suggested 

something of the complexity of the relctions between pleasure, 

desire, and existence subsumed under the general concept of 
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interest. This might help us see what these connections are. 

First an interest is always a concept of an object or action 

which has a relation to the faculty of desire. It is a cognitive 

representation which is an incentive for that faculty. second, 

an interest is always coz;nected to the existence of an object,· 

for an incentive of the will is always an incentive to will the 

existence of something. Third, interest is always connected to 

delight. An incentive to will something is either a promise of. 

pleasure in its existe'nce or the conformity of the object of the 

will to the moral law, the consciousness of which produces a 

feeling of or like pleasure. Delight either is promised in the 

real existence of something, and thus a reason for willing, or 

is a consequence of the willing. 

On the explanation of interest as is found in Kant's 

moral w;ritings, it may now be seen why aesthetic response j_s 

disinterested in origin, and differs from the pleasures in the 

agreeable end the good in being so. Interest is always a concept 

of an object, and the beautiful is the object of a judgment made 

apart from any concept of an object. Hence the beau~iful must be 

the object of a judgment made apart from interest. An easy con-

trast may be drawn between judgments of beauty and goodness. A 

judgment on thci goodness of an object depends on a particular 

conception of the object, and creates an interest in it through 

that conception. so judgments of goodness and of beauty are not 
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identical. The point is that judgmen·ts of the beautiful and the 

gooa are differentiated not on the connection of interest to 

existen~, but its connection to ~ept~. And this'is what Kant 

has argued in Section 4 of the Third ffi~igq~. Th~ pleasure 

derived from a particular beautiful object is not associated with 

any general concept under which the object may be subsumed, and 

cannot be linked with the predicates defining such a concepto 

Aesthetic pleasure cannot be predicted of an object in virtue 

of its having the features picked out by any empirical object, 

and the representation of an object as having such features 

could not serve as an incentive by promising the pleasure of 

aesthetic response. W~ile what makes something ·a painting or 

song may be determinable by concepts, what makes it beau~i~ui 

is not. If we take pleasure in something not bec:1Use it is a 

painting or song, but because it is a beautiful one. To put the 

case in Kant's terminology, no classification of an object un~er 

a determinate empirical concept is involved in it.s produc·tion of 

the harmony of the faculties, no inference to beauty may be drawn 

from any particular conceptualization of it. Hence beauty does 

not produce interest. 

But there might be cases where one mi'.:Jht have a desire 

to continue in the state of aesthetic deli9ht. Or to put the 

matte.rO in other words, can we not have a very defini·te desire 

for the continued existence and experience of a song already 
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judged to be beautiful? Kant's explanation of aesthetic pleasure 

~reeludes an interest in the beautiful only in the narrow sense 

of 11 int'"erest11 • Again there may be pleasures other than that in 

beauty which should be called aesthetic. For example, someone 

might be interested in a certain form or ~~, such as the 

Kheyal or historical novel. The classification of an object a§ 

falling into this form might be enough to promise him a certain 

pleasure in the Object, even if he neither expects nor finds it to 

be beautiful. Further, the belief that a museum has a large 

collection of paintings by Nandalal Bose may be an incentive for 

going to visit it. These are cases of interest in so .r ar as they 

are incentives to experience beautiful objects. so Kant's thesis 
0 

that beauty produces no interest need not be taken in a broader 

sense. 

A further inquiry into the criterial significance of 

disinterestedness may also be made. How can the judgment of taste 

have an ordinary empirical object or even, a rose, or a ni9htin-

gale's song as its object, and yet be indifferent to its existence? 

In Section 2 of the third Cri·t:i~ Kant has contrasted 11 mere . ,, 

represent<;ltion 11 of an o~j ect with its 11 existen(:;e 11
• The juFtgment 

of beauty, he says, concerns only the effect of the former, 
I 

agreeableness and goodness involve de~endence on the lattere In 

opening section 5, Kant expands on this contrast. The agreeable 

and the good involve 2 relation to the faculty of desire, cmd 
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bec2use of this relation are attendee with a feeling of delight, 

either pathological, r:r purely practical. such delights are not 

determined 11 merely by the representation of the object 11 , but 

rather by the represented connection between the subject and 

the existence of the object; 11 it is not merely the object, 'but 

also its existence pleases 11 • Opposed to judgments on these 

objects, the judgment of taste is 11 contemplative 11
• Kant argues 

that the contemplation which produces a judgment of taste is 

11 indifferent with respect to the existence of an object 11
• How,. 

then, aoes our relation to an object in aesthetic response 

differ from a relation to its actual existence, or not involve 

such a relation? · 

Existence, we have learnt in ·the first Cr i·tique, is not 

a genuine predicate, since it adds no new property to the concept 

of an object of which it is asserted. If existence were a genuine 

predicate, then asserting existence of an object would ascribe 

a new predicate to it, and change its identity. There is of 

course, a difference betv1een an actually existing object and a 
c ' 

merely possible object, though not a difference in concept. A 

real object is always a part of the network of causal connections, 

a possible object is not. Kant explains aesthetic response as 

I a relation between an object cmd the subject's feeling of 

pleasure. Other forms of delight, such as those in an agreeable 

or good obj~st depend on connection to an object's existence. 
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A mere representation is not a concept of a possible object, 

because a representation is not a concept at all. Az!d an actual 

object, as Kant says in the first fFit~e ("Postulate of. 

Empirical Thought") is bound up witl; the material conditions of 

experience, that is, sensation. Now aesthetic response need not 

z:1ecessarily be free of, any ·sensation of. objects. Kant• s examples 
I . 

of aesthetic objects, flbwers and the like, are empirical, per-

ceptual objects. Beautiful objects do exist, and 'c!L'e perceived 

in the same w_ay as any o-ther objects. But the laws that explain 

their perception cannc.:-t possibly explain why they dispose the 

imagination and understanding to the harmGnious state of free 

play. The point is that experience of beaut_/ depends the perception 

rather than conception of objects. But important is the fact that 

the delight of contemplation is deyenden·t on the presence of an 

' object just for its perception. Other delights depend on. more than 

mere perception of the presence of their objects. When Kant uses 

existence as a criterion of interest, he intends thereby to 
0 . . 

distinguish disinterested from some interested ple~sures. The 

delight we take in a beautiful object is purely contemplative, it 

requires no further relation to the object-consumption of it, 

possession of it, the ability to dispose of it, and the like • .,_, 

The thesis finds an eloquent expression in a song by Tagore: 

Fill ycur eyes with the colours that ripple 
on beauty•·s stream, 

Vain is your struggle to clutch them •••• 

Enjoy it in freedom1 5. 
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Indifference to real existence is a condition for the judgment 

of veauty. For purposes of this judgment, whether an object is 

natural or artificial (a nightingale or a Grecian Urn in Keats • 

odes) and intemtional (the ±1eSJhd£.E in Tagore 1 s poem) is indeed 

irrelevant. In Kant• s usage 11 aesthetic" is not synonymous with 
o I 

11 artistic 11
, but connotes only the subjective pleasure we take in 

objects. Judgments of beauty concern the mere representation of 

an object rather than any aspect of its causal history. Kant• s 

thesis is only about the specifically aesthetic ~erit of beauty. 

The criterion of disinterestedness has its application in 

the justification of a judgment of taste. Hence we may now ask 

the following question : How does one become conscious that a 

ogiven pleasure is disinterested? 
I. 

Kant appears to argue from disinterestedn,~ss to inter-

subjectivity. Its criterial role in claiming intersubjective 

validity is stressed ~n section 6 of the third Criti9¥e· He 

>vri tes as if consciousness of disinterestedness were a necessary 

and sufficient conditions for aesthetic ju<•'0rnent. But what is 

of momentous significance is the form of this consciousness. 

Is the disinterestedness of a feeling of pleasure s-omething which 

is felt? 

ness, 

Supposing that there is a special feeling of disinterested~ 

~ant suggests, in section 6, that since there are no private 
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reasons for a given delight, a subject may attribute it to 

others. The judging subject, says Kant, 11 feels himself fully 

free in re~pect of the delight 11 • According to Kant, pleasure 

cannot ·be a part of the concept of an object. Just as the freedom 
Q 

of imagination means the absence of any conceptual constraint on 

it, similarly, the freedom of pleasure is but its independence 

of any interest. Section 5 has advanced the idea that pleasure 

in ·the beautiful alone is the disinterested and free delight/' and 

11_!~~ the only free deli~ht 11 • It seems then that freedom and 

disinterestedness are different names for one fact. And freedom, 

in this context, is the absence of any connection betv1een pleasure 

and interest. If the foregoing consideration are in order, then 

disinterestedness cannot be manifested by a special and charac-

teristic feeling. The freedom pleasure i~ not a u~ique feeling 

which can be used as evidence for its disinterestedness. 

Consciousness of disinterestedness is no an awareness 

of any phenomenolo9ically unique feeling. Before we can say that 

a given feeling is disinterested, consciousness of the p~esence 

or absence other states of mind will have to obtain. They may be 

indicated as follows. what we have already noted concerning the 

concept of interest, c;::onsciousness of .. intereste.dness of a pleasure 
. I 

consists in the consciousness of a pleasure in' an object. Interest 

is a concept of an object which offers an incent! ve for willing 

its existence. The concept of a~ object represents its existence 

the type of which is desirable. Besides the consciousnes3 of the 

object, there has to .ue a judgment that the conceptualization 
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of the object is either the cause or effect of one • s pleasure . 

in it. rt shcula now be possible to say that the disinterestedness 

of a pleasure would consist in an awareness of it without an 

accompanying awarenes~ of any such concept, or without ground 
\ . 

for any such judgment as, to the cause or effect: of the pleasure. 

A judgment of disinterestedness is an indirect judgment 

linking a felt pleasure to the harmony of the faculties in 

virtue of the absence of evidence for certain other judgments 

about the cause or effect of that pleasure. This is so because, 

as ·Kant says, there is no consciousness of the harmony exc1:!pt 

for the pleasure itself, or no consciousness of the cause except 

through its effect. ~vhere pleasure is caused by the subsumption 

of an object under a concept, we are conscious of the concept 

as well as the pleasure, and have the evidence for a causal link 

bett.,reeR the two. Where interest is the effect of pleasure, one is 

conscious qf the interest as well as of the pleasure itselfe 

There is a lack of a separate consciousness of the ground of 

aesthetic response, and that is why aesthetic judgmen·t. is the,
0 

product of reflection. 

Since the criterion of disinterestedness cannot be stated 

simply, except as requiring the absence of an interest, it 

establishes an indirect method by which re.flection can proceed. 

Again, the distinction between ·the rerJresentation and the existence 

of an object may be said to possess criteorial pob:::i!tial. If one· 
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is taking pleasure in a reproduction of a work rather than in the 

physical presence of the work itself, may we not say that one's 

pleasure is disinterested. Yes, but not conclusively, because 

it •vould be possible to suggest that one's pleasure in the 

reproduction is also interested. Moreove.t, the cri'terion of 

connection to a concept cannot al\vays be easily applied. For 

any object of which one is conscious, one sure to be aware of 

some ~priori concept under which it falls, for instance subs-

tance. Even in l'-ant' s own example, 11This rose is beautiful 11
, 

1 rose 1 is an empirical concept. Can one say that one would take 

pleasure in an object even if one cUd not know what is was? If 

one thinks one would be pleased by the object without knowing 

,it to be a rose that would ·be reason to believe that the classi-
1 • 

fication was not the grl.~und of pleasure. The point is that 

aestLetic judgment is not likely to be grounded ~n a simple 

absence of concepts from the context of one's pleasure. Attri

buting the pleasure ts· the harmony of the faculties would theri 

be a reasonable alternative. 

writ·ten : 11 who can prove by experience the non existence of a 

cause when experience shows us only that do not perceive the 

c ause?" 16 If this insight of Kant's moral epistemology is taken 

as a clue, we might say that uncertainty of aesthetic judgments 
'-' 

founded on the criterion of disinterestedness is f•mdamental. 

'l'hat a pleasure is disinterested cannot be estabJ..ished by incorri-
1 

' gible introspection. It requires hypothesis and ~onjectures about 
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causal connections in one• s men·tal history. Now causal judgments 

are corrigible empirical judgments. A claim of disinterestedness 

requires the absence of interest. Can we prove peyond doubt that 

no interest has caused a given pleasure. If the search for an 

interest is a search in the netv-,rork of one • s own thoughts and 

associations, it is always possible that one has not looked long 

enough or in the right directiun. Any pleasure may be caused by 

an interest which one has failed to notice. Interests are incen-

tives, or motives. In his moral epistemology Kant has suggested 

that one can never be fully certain of .,.,hat motives stand benind 

one'~ action, t.hat in a search for motives, 11 even t.ne strictest 

examination can never lead us entirely behind the secret incen

tives1117. uf course Kant does not mention this· thesis in the 

Crit~e £t__Judgrne!!!:, yet it is possible to suppose that does 

apply to the claim of disinterestedness of aesthetic judgment as 

it does for action. The problem of disinterestedness may also be 

said to be due at -least in part to the general problem of 

empirical self-Jmowledge. ~ve need not open the issue in the 

present context. But it will suffice to have noted the point. 

In short, disintere~tedn~ss functi~ps as a criterion for judgments 

of taste by restricting the relation between' subject sAd. object 

to one of st:=~veral that might cause pleasure or by limiting the 
' 

subjective grounds of pleasure in such judgments. The absence of 

interest is the evidence one can have fur the hypothesis th:at 

a given pleasure i~ due to the harmony of irr;agination and under-

standing. 
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